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Ceiling Fans

54", 60" Compass Point®
Model: 54011
Transitional
Outdoor

Amazing how something so simple can add so much to a room. One of our distinctive designs with a wide range of accessory blade
options. Built to last outside, making it a fine choice for covered porches and sunrooms.
Maiden Bronze Finish
Custom Casablanca blades sold separately
Direct Drive™ motor provides unparalleled power, silent performance, and reliability over decades of daily use
4 Speeds
Amps High: 0.68
RPM High: 146
Installer's Choice Canopy
3" and 2" Downrod Included
ETL Damp-rated for use in covered porches, patios and sunrooms
Casablanca's Comprehensive Warranty includes a lifetime motor warranty, one-year parts and electronics warranty, and 120-day
in-home service
High-end motor is ENERGY STAR® rated and at the top of its class in air movement
Custom Casablanca
Included pull chain allows for quick and easy on/off and speed adjustments
Stainless steel hardware to resist rust
Pictured With Blades: 99015

Dimensions
Flush Standard† Angled‡

Ceiling to bottom of fan 12.11 in 13.11 in 46.11 in
Ceiling to bottom of fan blade 10.58 in 11.58 in 44.58 in
Ceiling to bottom of light -- -- --
†With 3 in. Downrod (included)
‡With 36 in. Downrod (not included)

Visit Custom Casablanca
Energy Information
Airflow

6590
Cubic Feet
Per Minute
Electricity Use
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83
Watts
(excludes lights)
Airflow Efficiency

80
Cubic Feet Per
Minute Per Watt
(Running at high speed) 
Test Blade: 99004
Compare:
36'' to 48'' ceiling fans have airflow efficiencies ranging from approximately 71 to 86 cubic feet per minute per watt at high speed
Compare:
49'' to 60'' ceiling fans have airflow efficiencies ranging from approximately 51 to 176 cubic feet per minute per watt at high speed
Money-Saving Tip:
Fans cool people, not rooms. To cut costs and save energy, turn off your ceiling fan when you leave the room.


